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in new york, chief executive officer donna avner meets with her staff regarding their first day at the
start of a new venture. she is also concerned about the recent resignation of her favorite but most
likely pregnant counselor, olympia greene. she also shares some problems with her two other staff

members; jonathan becker, the chairman of the board of directors, and randy tanner, a professional
prosecutor. later on the same day, asterix and obelix meet with the celtic chief, dihovo, who tells

them that he is worried about the departure of a bandit he kidnapped and turned into a helper of the
roman invaders. then, when they visit dogmatix, they learn that caesar, general maximus, and two
praetors --nero and georges -- have escaped in the night and have taken refuge in a forest near the
village. asterix and obelix decide to pursue caesar and his henchmen with the help of a large group

of gauls. on the next day, the two heroes join another gaul, ibir, and his girlfriend, sclavonia, who are
on a trip to rome. they depart by boat. it is a day when caesar left gaul and followed his dream of

conquering the whole world. on their way, they meet the roman maid of honor, lisa, with whom they
fall in love. they also pick up two more roman soldiers, spartacus and gaius. on the way, they

encounter different situations and the only way to save the situation is to fight to the end and always
be prepared. they participate in many fights with the enemy. they also meet the bumbling roman
general maximus and his aide, marcus vinicius. they are caught by the roman enemies. they are

tortured, but it is all in vain, because they easily escape from the roman army by hiding in a forest.
finally they find caesar, nero, and georges trapped in a tunnel. they rescue them. then they escape

from the tunnel. they meet lisa and they board a boat.
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yesterday my friend said this "you should join some games and win some cash." so i told him that
such idea is not a good one for one life time and not to waste time for that and to first solve his

problem and i will come to his place some day or the other and see what he is doing. but after few
months of troubles he gave up his idea and told me that he took a decision that he won't waste his
time in games and would rather spend his money on his family's needs. he has bought a car which
requires money for every month and he is earning quite decent money now and it is a safer option

rather than wasting time in games. this is something good and i advise others to do the same thing.
if you want to waste your time, definitely you have a alternative if you are doing this for money. if
not money, then it should be that the other things on your priority list. should we give up on our

dreams? hii here's something i've actually never told anyone. around two years ago i used to play
beatmania rush quite frequently; for a few days i was hooked on it and i had a score of 6,000 at one
point (i was improving too; from 7,000 to over 8,000 in about a month, on an average). then i found

out that the game had password protection, which we couldn't find in our street. now i haven't
touched the game since. i'm sure many of you have made the same mistake. and yes, the change of

music would beat any change of game and the change of software. music can run with you, you
know. now, since i've already told this, do you think i'll join the game again? players have come to
expect that a pc game will install in an instant, complete with all the content on the disc. of course,
this is wishful thinking, as computers are more complicated than they once were. the installation

process for a game can be broken down into several steps, such as downloading the game,
extracting the files to a storage location, configuring the installation, and lastly, running the game.
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